PRIVACY POLICY

Antirion SGR S.p.A., headquartered in Milan – Italy  Via San Prospero n. 4, as a data controller, undertakes to ensure
strict compliance with the applicable standards of privacy protection. It considers the confidentiality, protection and
security of information, particularly the personal data regarding clients and users of its online services, to be of the
utmost importance. This information is aimed at informing users of the website www.antirionsgr.it about the use of
cookies.
1.

Cookies

A cookie is a small text file that is saved to, and, during subsequent visits, retrieved from your computer or mobile device.
In other words, cookies are small databases that store information about internet browsing on your terminal. Such
information may concern the user or internet access device (computer, tablet or mobile phone) and are mainly used to
adjust the operation of the site to the expectations of the user, memorizing the choices made previously. Cookies are
used for different purposes: execution of authentication information, monitoring sessions, storing information about
specific configurations regarding the users who access the server, etc. You can change settings by preventing the
rescue of some or all cookies, although this may make it impossible to use the full functionality of the site.
Cookies can be "technical" or "profiling" and "third party".
Technical cookies, used for the only purpose of “carrying out the transmission of a communication on an electronic
communications network, or insofar as this is strictly necessary to the provider of an information society service that has
been explicitly requested by the contracting party or user to provide the said service” (see art. 122, paragraph 1, of
Legislative Decree no. 196/2003, Privacy Code under Italian law). These cookies are necessary for the correct operation
of the website; without these cookies we cannot provide the services for which the user accesses the website.
Profiling cookies, aimed at creating profiles related to users and utilised to send advertising in line with the preferences
shown by the user during browsing.
"Third party" cookies originated from ads on other websites, such as popups and banners, which you can found on the
website displayed.
2.

Cookies used by Antirion SGR

Antirion SGR does not use profiling cookies on its website, but it only uses “third party” cookies linked to the presence of
the service Google Analytics.
3.

Deleting cookies

It can adjust the transmission of cookies and prevent their setting, such as changing the browser to block certain types of
cookies. For details on the steps required, please consult the browser's help.
For an overview of the most common browsers, visit the following website addresses:
http://www.cookiepedia.co.uk/index.php?title=How_to_Manage_Cookies
http://www.aboutcookies.org/

To cancel the service Google Analytics, click here:
https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout/

